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Welcome to lecture 5 of Topic 1.9.  In this lecture we are going to look at how 
you could develop a business model.



These are three definitions that describe what a business model is.  

The first one states that ‘A business model is the method of doing business by 
which a company can sustain itself – that is, generate revenue.  The business 
model spells out how a company makes money by specifying where it is 
positioned in the value chain.’

The second one defines a business model as how an enterprise creates and 
delivers value to customers, and then converts payments received to profits.’

The third definition is similar.
‘A business model describes the rationale of how an organization creates, 
delivers, and captures value.’
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Business models can be considered to consist of these nine building blocks:
• Customer segments – An organisation serves one or several customer 

segments 
• Value propositions – An organisation seeks to solve customer problems 

and satisfy customer needs with value propositions
• Channels – Value propositions are delivered to customers through 

communication, distribution, and sales Channels
• Customer relationships – Customer relationships are established and 

maintained with each Customer Segment.
• Revenue streams – Revenue streams result from value propositions 

successfully offered to customers.
• Key resources – Key resources are the assets required to offer and deliver 

the previously mentioned five building blocks
• Key activities – These are the activities performed to implement all of the 

previously mentioned building blocks
• Key partnerships – Some of the activities are outsourced to partners and 

some resources are acquired from partners outside the enterprise
• Cost structure – All of the previously discussed building blocks result in the 

cost structure of the business.
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The tool shown in this slide is a business model canvas.  This canvas is split 
up into the nine building blocks of business models and you use it by filling in 
the sections of the canvas for your business idea.

When you fill in the business model canvas initially it is going to contain 
mainly assumptions.

You therefore need to go out and talk to potential customers and partners etc 
to validate the assumptions in your business model.

When you discover assumptions that you have made that are not correct you 
make changes to your business model canvas.
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As an example, this is the draft business model canvas for the Hawaii 
Community Exchange.  
As a bit of background, their mission is to engage entrepreneurs and investors 
in a collaborative approach to develop business plans and to develop teams 
that are investment ready and that benefit the community.
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To create your own business model canvas, you could download a template of 
the business model canvas for free from the strategyzer website.
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Alternatively you could complete a business model canvas online for free at 
the Canvanizer website.
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